
Use two different words containing Tele in a sentence, with context clues.

1.__________________________________________________

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

2._________________________________________________

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Anti
“against”

Find 5 words that contain Anti and define.

Word Definition

Use two different words containing Anti in a sentence, with context clues.

1.__________________________________________________

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

2._________________________________________________

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Tele
“far away”

Ology
“study of”

Find 5 words that contain Tele and define. Find 5 words that contain Ology and define.

Word DefinitionWord Definition

Use two different words containing Ology in a sentence, with context 
clues.

1.__________________________________________________

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

2._________________________________________________

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Word Origin: General Use:

In a word, usually found at the:

Word Origin: General Use:

In a word, usually found at the:

Word Origin: General Use:

In a word, usually found at the:

Greek                     prefix

Beginning 

Greek                      root

Beginning or middle

Greek                   suffix

end

The antigravity plane takes you up into the sky, then 
drops very quickly so you can experience what 
weightlessness would be like.

The chefs used the antigriddle to cool the food down 
very quickly.

I used the telescope to see the rings on Saturn, which 
are very far away from Earth.

The telephone rang and I was able to speak to my 
father, who was about an hour away from home by 
car.

My favorite subject in school is geography because I 
love studying all about the earth and what it’s land is 
like.

Did you study about the cells and other life forms for 
your biology exam tomorrow?

Antidote

Antibiotic

Antacid

Antiperspirant 

Antisocial 

Remedy given against a 
poison.

Remedy given against the 
life-form bacteria which has 
invaded the body.

Medicine given to 
counteract the effects of 
stomach acid.

A product used to fight 
against perspiration and 
sweat.

Someone who is not social.

Telescope

Television

Telekinesis

Telegram  

Telepathic 

A device with lenses used 
to see very far away.

A machine in which pictures 
that are broadcast far away 
can be seen.

The ability to move an 
object that is far away with 
only your mind.

A message sent by 
telegraph.

The ability to communicate 
between minds without 
actually verbally saying 
anything.

Biology

Geology

Zoology

Pathology

Ecology    

The study of life.

The study of rocks and the 
earth’s surface.

The study of animals.

The study of diseases.

The study of the 
environment.
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Un
“not”

Find 5 words that contain Un and define.

Word Definition

Un
“not”

Test Your Knowledge

Anti
“against”

Tele
“far away”

Ology
“study of”

Directions:  Answer the questions below. Show your thinking in the blank 
space provided.  

1.    What would be a good definition for the word 
Antigraphology?

a. A machine that reduces what you write.
b. The study of opinion writing that is against the 

mainstream.
c. Writing about studies.
d. The study of no gravity in space.

2. Read the sentence below.

Biology is such an important topic to study so that we
understand how each species lives and survives.

Using what you know about root words and context clues in 
the sentence, what is the best definition of biology?

a. The study of scientists
b. Living species
c. The study of life
d. A scientist who studies life

3. Which word below would mean “not carrying 
something far away”?

a. Unteleport
b. Antibiology
c. Unteleantiology
d. Teleantiphone

4. Write the literal meaning of each word below:

Antiology __________________________________
Unsyngraph __________________________________
Soltelesub __________________________________
Nymology __________________________________
Telebio __________________________________

Use two different words containing Un in a sentence, with context clues.

1.__________________________________________________

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

2._________________________________________________

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Draw a picture of your own.

Draw a picture of your own.

Draw a picture of your own.

Draw a picture of your own.
Word Origin: General Use:

In a word, usually found at the:

Pictures will vary

Pictures will vary

Pictures will vary

Pictures will vary

Anglo-saxon prefix

beginning

Against the study of
Not same write
Sun far away under
Name study of
Far away life

I was unable to sleep last night as I was too anxious 
about my upcoming test.

The player was unresponsive after he was hit in the 
head with a baseball, so he was taken to the doctor 
immediately.

Uncertain 

Uncommon

unmistakable 

Unnecessary

Undecided 

Not sure

Not the usual thing, very 
rare.

Clear, cannot be understood 
the wrong way.

Not required.

Not yet at the point of 
making a decision.
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